Abstract. In this paper, 3D voxel-similarity-based VB registration algorithms that optimize a feature-space clustering measure are proposed to combine the segmentation and registration process. We present a unifying de nition and a classi cation scheme for existing VB matching criteria and propose a new matching criterion: the entropy of the grey-level scatter-plot. This criterion requires no segmentation or feature extraction and no a priori knowledge of photometric model parameters. The effects of practical implementation issues concerning grey-level resampling, scatter-plot binning, parzen-windowing and resampling frequencies are discussed in detail and evaluated using real world data CT and MRI.
Introduction
3D multi-modality image registration is a prerequisite for optimal planning of complex radiotherapeutical and neurosurgical procedures. For instance, in radiotherapy planning, the anatomy of the target lesion, usually a soft tissue structure, can best be delineated on magnetic resonance MR images, while the electron density map of a CT is needed to calculate the isodose distribution. The specicity of diagnosis can be improved by combining the anatomical information depicted in CT or MR with functional information extracted from emission tomography.
In the past many 3D registration algorithms have been proposed see 1 , 11 , 15 for reviews. They can be categorized into: 1 stereotactic 18 or externalmarker-based, 2 anatomical-point-landmark-based, 3 surface-based, and 4 VB registration.
Since our work focusses on automatic registration algorithms that can be applied retrospectively, w e h a ve excluded algorithms of the rst and the second type from our research scope.
Our experience with surface-based registration algorithms 6 -4 leads us to the following conclusions:
1. Comparison with stereotactic registration has shown that the registration accuracy for real world data, especially when MRI is involved, may b e w orse than subvoxel due to inaccurate scanner calibration, image distortions and segmentation di erences. 2. Completely automatic surface-based registration algorithms require robust surface segmentation algorithms, which are highly data and application dependent. This problem has been tackled by Neiw 12 for CT MRI PET, by Mangin 10 for MRI PET and by van Herk 17 for CT CT, CT MRI and CT SPECT. However, the reliable estimation of the registration error remains an unsolved problem because the ground truth" is unknown or the golden standard" is in error itself whenever real world data are involved.
In our work we look for a fully automatic solution and therefore it is an absolute requirement that the accuracy is such that it is impossible to detect the registration error by visual inspection. This can not be guaranteed by a straightforward application of surface-based registration without increasing the robustness of the surface-based matching criterion against errors that will inevitably be introduced by violation of the rigid body assumption due to image distortion and inaccurate scanner calibration and by violation of the surface correspondence assumption due to the di erent structural image content of di erent modalities and due to segmentation errors. The robustness of surfacebased matching algorithms can be increased by including corresponding pairs of anatomical landmark points, which increases interactivity. Alternatively, one can design outlier treatment methods to eliminate conjectured outliers from the matching evaluation. However, they have not proven to be successful yet 4 .
A conceptually di erent approach to increasing the robustness of automatic registration algorithms is to re-engineer the matching criterion and combine the segmentation and registration process by using VB matching criteria. Voxelsimilarity-based matching criteria are measures of misregistration that are functions of the attributes e.g. grey-level, gradient, texture of all pairs of corresponding voxels from the images to be registered at a given misregistered position.
Using all voxels is much more constraining than using surface voxels alone, and therefore we expect VB matching criteria to be more robust than surface based criteria. These considerations leave us with the problem of selecting appropriate features and designing a corresponding matching criterion.
Therefore, in the next section we present a brief review and classi cation of existing VB matching criteria. In Sect. 3 we propose a new matching criterion: the entropy of the multi-modal grey-level scatter-plot. In Sect. 4 we analyse the new matching criterion by looking at its behaviour in function of the registration parameters in the neighbourhood of a stereotactic registration solution for CT and MR images. In 5 we observed that such analyses reveal the in uence of the choice of interpolation method used for grey-level resampling. In this paper we also analyse the e ects of binning and Parzen-windowing of the grey-level scatter-plot. In Sect. 5 these measurements are interpreted, and in the nal chapter some conclusions are formulated.
2 Voxel Similarity Based Registration Algorithms 3D multi-modality medical image registration involves two t ypes of sensor transformations: 1 geometrical rotation, translation, and scale, and 2 grey-level CT-to-MR, MR-to-PET, etc. transformations. While in surface-based registration algorithms grey-level transformations are used only implicitly during segmentation of the surfaces, in VB matching criteria geometric correspondence is modeled implicitly by the rigid body registration assumption.
Let be an n-tuple of registration parameters -six due to the rigid body assumption and three more to allow for scaling corrections. Let s be the coor- This general de nition of voxel-similarity covers a broad collection of matching criteria. This de nition also highlights the design problems of VB matching criteria: 1 some form of interpolation of voxel grey-levels will be needed to obtain corresponding voxel grey-levels g R ; g F b y resampling the reference image, 2 a consistent procedure is needed to account for changes in non-overlapping parts in the images due to changes in the registration parameters , 3 an appropriate selection of features V ;V 0 needs to be made, and 4 a global similarity function f fa; bg needs to be designed.
The design of a complete VB registration algorithm also requires the selection of an appropriate optimisation algorithm in function of the selected matching criterion. Ideally, the optimisation strategy should not a ect the registration accuracy. Therefore, in this paper we will focus on the comparison of VB matching criteria only.
We h a ve classi ed existing VB matching criteria into two classes in terms of the complexity of the features used. b The algorithm proposed by W oods 19 is based on the idealised assumption that if two images are accurately aligned, then the value of any v oxel in one image is related to the value of the corresponding voxel in the other image by a multiplicative factor R. There is a single value of R for all intensity v alues. In practice, he minimises the variance of intensity ratios" VIR to guarantee optimal uniformness for R. He applied it symmetrically for PET PET, and non-symmetrically for PET MRI matching. c Hill et al 9 have i n vestigated several measurements of features space dispersion, the most successful of which they found to be the VIR between voxels of selected tissues. So, they re-implemented Woods's work, but introduced additional exibility b y allowing the calculation of the variance over any combination of groupings or bins of denominator image intensity v alues. They applied the generalized algorithm to the matching of CT and MR. Hill also presents results he obtained minimising a 1D third order moment of the feature space scatter-plot on MR MR and MR CT data sets. d Van den Elsen 16 has recently proposed to minimize or to maximize cross-correlation between an MR image and the corresponding CT after the application of a delayed ramp mapping and a triangular intensity mapping respectively. Hill et al 9 describe the dispersing character of the feature space scatterplot during misregistration. The VB matching criteria reviewed above can all be compared by looking at the driving or clustering" forces that they generate to counteract the dispersion phenomenon. The analogy with mechanical forces can be made by considering the matching criteria to be potential functions from which the forces can be derived by taking the gradient. The clustering forces in the RO criterion are restricted in direction to minus unit slope lines in the scatter-plot. The VIR criterion apply vertical and in the symmetric case also horizontal clustering forces only. In the generalized VIR criterion proposed by Hill the clustering forces can be restricted to a subset of the scatter-plot. Using cross-correlation for f fa; bg both van den Elsen's grey-level and ridgeness matching criteria generate clustering forces that are directed toward one of the diagonals of the scatter-plot of the transformed grey-levels and the ridgeness feature respectively.
We believe that all of the above mentioned restrictions on the directions of the clustering forces are heuristics which w e prefer to eliminate. Instead we propose to have the clustering forces depend on the data alone. In a rst attempt to do so we tried statistically modeling the normalized scatter-plot. We performed a case study 5 in which w e i n teractively outlined parts of distinct regions t of the brain skull, soft tissue, background, skin and fat in CT and MR images from which w e determined their grey-level statistics vector mean t and variance P t in the 2D multi-modality grey-level scatter-plot. Using these statistics to de ne Gaussian feature space probability distributions N Gs; t; P t we traced two new candidate matching criteria: 1 the number of unlabeled voxels" according to a set of labeling thresholds applied to the Mahalanobis distance, and 2 the geometric mean maximum likelihood labeling probability" based on the same Gaussian distributions. The advantage of both criteria is that the clustering forces that they invoke are pointed to the t which are determined by the data. The disadvantage is that a photometric model" t and P t needs to be determined which requires user interaction.
In general, we call photometric model" any 0-th order image intensity model, and we refer to any higher order model as a scene model". In the next section we present a new VB matching criterion that does not require any user interaction for the speci cation of its photometric model and that does not introduce any arti cial constraints on the clustering forces.
Entropy of Multi-Modal Scatter Plot Histogram
While Hill based his choice of the third order moment of the feature space scatterplots on a list of detailed observations of such scatter-plots when moving them away from the registration solution obtained by point landmark based registration, a new 0-th order image intensity based matching criterion is presented here based 1 on the information theoretic consideration that the entropy o f a random variable is a measure of the information required on the average to describe it 13 , and 2 on the general observation that misregistration di uses the multi-modal grey-level distribution. Since di usion of the grey-level scatter-plot corresponds to an increase in the information required to describe it, we propose to use the entropy of the scatter-plot of image intensities as a matching criterion since we expect it to be minimal in the registered position. Formally: = arg min , X s pg R T s; g F s log pg R T s; g F s ! 2 where pg R ; g F is obtained by normalizing the scatter-plot into a probability distribution.
Solving 2 requires the calculation of pg R ; g F . However, since the number of possible pairs of g R ; g F e.g. 4096*4096 for 12 bit images is larger than the number of samples that are available in the multi-modal image e.g. 256*256*128 for full 3D MRI images, robust induction of pg R ; g F is not trivial. In principle this can be solved by parzen-windowing 7 . In practice, because it is much faster to implement and to execute, and because it reduces memory consumption, we have chosen to perform simple binning of the image grey-levels in order to reduce the number of possibilities. Binning has been performed uniformly by neglecting the least signi cant bits, i.e. pg R ; g F HgR nR;gF nF N where Hg R n R ; g F n F equals the binned version of the scatter-plot Hg R ; g F , N equals the numb e r o f v oxels taken into account in the estimation of pg R ; g F , n R and n F are the number of bits neglected in the respective images.
In principle what needs to be proved for any matching criterion is that: 1 for a wide range of unregistered positions around the true registered position, 2 the matching function is uni-modal, 3 and the optimum of the function should be located at the registered position. In practice, at best, matching criteria can beevaluated by looking at traces of the matching function.
Experiments and Results
The data consist of a 12 bit, 39 slice 256 x 256 CT image, a 12 bit, 30 slice 256 x 256 T2-weighted MR image, and the same MR image after gadolinium enhancement MRE, all having 1.33 x 1.33 x 4 mm 3 voxels. The images contain stereotactic localisation marks, and can thus be registered fairly accurately. A s a matter of fact, both MR images were registered by acquisition while the CT image is only shifted and not rotated with respect to the MR images. This shift however involves subvoxel translations in all three directions. Note that all measurements shown hereafter have been performed using a 30 slice CT image acquired by trilinearly resampling the original CT image on the image grid of the MR images. Since we will be looking at the e ect of resampling algorithms this should be kept in mind. In order to avoid the overlap problem only part of the oating images is considered by deliberately eliminating all voxels within 20 voxels from the image boundaries.
Figures 1, and 2 present traces for rotations of the MRE volume relative t o the CT volume about the axis perpendicular to the image slices ranging from -12 to +12 o , while Fig. 3 presents traces for medial-lateral translations of MRE relative to MR ranging from -2 to 2 cm. All entropy traces in the gures have been normalized for optimal use of gure space. Figure 1 shows the in uence of the type of interpolation used for resampling the reference images nearest neighbour, trilinear, and cubic convolution. Figure 2 shows the in uence of the resolution of the sample s relative to that of the data. These traces were obtained using 'all voxels' 46656 in number, by in-plane 'sub-sampling' 1 sample in 3 voxels in both directions, and by in-plane 'super-sampling' 10 samples in 3 voxels in both directions. Figure 3 demonstrates the problem of image grid interference and shows the e ects of parzen-windowing and super-sampling on this problem. It should be remarked that the traces were calculated taking into account v oxels from the central slice only, so, essentially 2D. We h a ve c hosen to do so after we found out that the behaviour of the 3D and the 2D traces was the same which s a ves us a lot of computer time. 5 Discussion Figure 1 clearly shows that nearest neighbour interpolation tends to nd the best t of the image grids and is inherently less accurate. The ringing e ect in the close neighbourhood of the registration solution that is clearly visible for trilinear interpolation disappears with super-sampling. The opposite happens when combining super-sampling and nearest neighbour interpolation. Currently, we believe trilinear interpolation to o er the best compromise between speed and accuracy. Figure 2 shows that the trace for super-sampling has its minimum slightly o from the stereotactic reference. There are two possible causes for this deviation. Either the stereotactic ground truth is in error, or one of the assumptions underlying the derivation of our entropy matching criterion is not satis ed, e.g. the rigid body registration assumption is probably in error due to small image distortions.
The translation traces in Fig. 3 are more complex due to large interpolation e ects. Trilinear interpolation introduces ripples with a frequency that equals the grid spacing in the direction of the translation. Super-sampling considerably reduces this artefact. Parzen-windowing did not have the e ect that was hoped for, i.e. the ripple e ect is only slightly reduced.
Conclusion
We h a ve classi ed and reviewed VB matching criteria by looking at the complexity of the features used, and the heuristic constraints used to determine feature space clustering forces. We h a ve shown the entropy of the scatter-plot to be the simplest possible criterion that introduces no such heuristic constraints.
From the experiments we m a y conclude that if the entropy of the grey-level scatter-plot is calculated using super-sampling on a rectangular grid with trilinear grey-level interpolation then traces of the rigid body rotation and translation parameters are well-behaved minimisation functions for registration of CT and MR. From the experiments we can not determine the critical super-sampling resolution. Super-sampling renders the use of binning and or parzen-windowing super uous. Binning can be used though to reduce memory requirements. volume pair around the stereotactic reference solution. These traces have been obtained using plain linear interpolation dashed, linear interpolation combined with parzen-windowing, and linear interpolation combined with super-sampling 10 3 s v ragged. In the abscence of relative rotation, and due to interference of image grids MR and MRE have identical grids, the entropy matching criterion shows a relatively large periodic ripple, which is reduced by parzen-windowing, but even more by super-sampling. nR; n F = 2 ; 2. The range of grey-values is 3357 for the MR volume.
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